Literacy

We are looking at a variety of Ancient Greek myths in all aspects of literacy: in our
writing; in our reading comprehensions and in our guided reading sessions.

Topic Plan
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2017

Maths
We are increasing our focus on maths reasoning
and how we apply the basic numbers skills that
we have been taught, to a variety of word problems and maths challenges.

The children will be retelling a myth, then
imitating a myth by retelling a known myth, but adding a few changes. Then they
will create their own myths.
This work will be developed by turning the stories into a play script.

History - Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece
Hook: Ancient Greek Myths

To continue to look at Ancient Greece and how the
ancient civilisation has had an impact on our lives.
To look at the Ancient Greek gods and the different
powers that they had.
We will investigate the writing/alphabet systems
used in Ancient Greece and compare their education
system to our own.

P.E.
Indoor: Swimming
To continue to work towards a variety of swimming
awards.
Outdoor—Cricket
We will be having a cricket coach teaching cricket to
Year 5 this term.

Computing—iMovie
Children will be working in groups to write and make
a powerpoint presentation about Ancient Greece.

We will continue to look at addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. We are going to study
‘angles’ - drawing and measuring angles.

French—Ou Habites-tu?
We are celebrating our French learning with a
French afternoon.

End product: A variety of work based on
Ancient Greece, including literacy work, a
powerpoint and a papier mache urn.
Music
To listen and respond to a range of different music
and be able to express an opinion about the piece of
music heard. This term we are looking at a piece of
music by Benjamin Britten.
Science—
We are continuing with our topic on materials. We
will look at melting and dissolving, reversible and
non-reversible changes and will be focussing on conducting our experiments in a fair way.
This term we will have Science Week during week 4,
and both classes will see some very exciting experiments!
.

P.H.S.E.
‘Knowing Myself’
Class based discussions will look at how we deal
with different situations.
Art
To make Greek urns and decorate them in the
style of the Ancient Greeks.

R.E
Was the death of Jesus a worthwhile sacrifice?
We will discuss this topic during the term and
have the opportunity to talk further to Rev Sue.

